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ABSTRAK

ABSTRACT

The title of this project is Mobile Based for Inventory System (MBIS). This system plays an important role to help seller especially stockist to manage their inventory, inbound and outbound of the product and track the availability of product. Before this, most of the seller recorded their inventory just in log book only. With this way, the probability loses of data may happen and directly this matter can effected their inventory. So, the objectives of developing this system is to analyse the problem of current system by produce Mobile Based for Inventory System, to design and develop prototype system for Mobile Based for Inventory System using Google Excel as a system database management and to test the prototype of Mobile Based for Inventory System. MBIS is developed by using Android Studio with Java language. In addition, cloud computing will be used to support a system database management and make a system more friendly. The methodology used in developing this system is Agile Methodology that consist of five phases which are planning, requirement, design, building and testing that allows the system to be developed quickly and easily implement the changes even during the development of the system. Before deliver the system, full testing toward the system will be performed to ensure the system has meet the user requirements and objectives.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

In the era of technology, business is a competitive and creative activity that continuously contributes to the shaping of society and plays a major role. Business are not only important because provide goods services for consumers, but it also the ways of the companies conducting the business. Before this, most of the companies or sellers used manual book to manage or record the sales of their business. Therefore, Mobile Based for Inventory System is new approach of the system application that will be developed to help the stockist to manage their business more efficient and effective in the systematic ways. For examples can track the costs of the inventory throughout the manufacture and sales process, tell the seller when to add stock, allow to track profits and used to forecast inventory levels.

As we known, inventory management system are central on how companies or seller track and control the inventories. It is the process of overseeing and controlling the flow of inventory units a business uses in the manufacture of good for sale or distribution. The different types of the inventory have different function in terms of the input, process, output and the storage. In this project, the focus will be on implementing and developing the inventory system by using Google Excel as system database management where it is one of the medium that provided high-level services where separates a physical computing devices into one or more virtual devices that can make it easier to used and manage to perform computing task everywhere and anytime. To access the system database, the user need to active the internet connection because it is secure and private.
network which is the user need to have the active google account to access the Google Excel to prevent an unauthorized access. The proposed system can help seller to manage stock, store and retrieved data with efficient inventory control and high accuracy.

So, Mobile Based for Inventory System (MBIS) developed to help the stockist to manage and handling their business properly using Google Excel to save, retrieve, update, view the availability stock, manage sale, manage purchase and manage customer and supplier.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Today there are a lot of inventory systems that have been developed in order to help seller to manage their inventory or business. Mostly, of the existing system that seller used are web-based system which mean they only can access to the system by using laptop or computer only. Thus, it is not efficient to do the work at outside because they need to bring the laptop around. But, each system have their advantages and disadvantages itself to make the system working properly. So in this project, three existing application will be choose to study on how it working and the process. After studies this three systems, then will be analyse the advantages and disadvantages of the system that can be apply into the Mobile Based for Inventory System.

Besides that, several stores used manual forms of a log book to keep record of product available in stock and transaction made. In this situation, the seller facing some difficulty while handling inbound and outbound of the products and sometimes the stock is out of control and difficult to trace. Moreover, this method also has a high risk of data loss due to difficulty of making backup because all the data are in the form of hard copy. In order to solve this problem, Mobile Based for Inventory System will be develop to enhance buying and selling process with the customers and save more time in order to identify items and product existing because any unpredictable mistakes can increase cost losses to the companies.
Lastly, the process of inventory is difficult to track inbound, outbound and availability of the product using manual log book and tendency to gain error or mistake during calculation. It is difficult to the seller or user to trace and aware the availability of stock. In addition, the computerized system is more efficient and accurate in calculation such as calculate price of sale, purchase, profit, and loss and sometimes need to apply several formula to calculate all of that compare to human energy that have a lot of difficulties in calculate price.

1.3 OBJECTIVE

The purpose in developing this Mobile Based for Inventory System (MBIS) is based on several objectives. Main objectives of this project are:

i. To analyse the problem of current system by produce Mobile Based for Inventory System.
ii. To design and develop prototype system for Mobile Based for Inventory System using Google Excel as a system database management.
iii. To test the prototype of Mobile Based for Inventory System.

1.4 SCOPE

In this section, scopes of Mobile Based for Inventory System (MBIS) are defined. There are several elements that involves which is user, system and database. These elements are important to make sure that the scope of the system not override the boundaries of the system. Only one person that involve in Mobile Based for Inventory System (MBIS) which is user named stockist. This system is mobile application that is easier to the user to access. In addition, this system will be developed using Android Studio for develop Java language. Then, Google Excel will be used to support a system database management and make a system more friendly to seller to check stock and view the history by getting the requirement from the client.
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